Oxidative stress and liver damage in birds exposed to diclofenac and lead
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Abstract

Responses of wildlife to multiple stressors fit in the ecological concept of trade-off. While toxicity of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and heavy metals for free-ranging birds has been shown in single exposures, the present study aims to evaluate oxidative stress, and liver and kidney damage caused by single and combined effects of diclofenac and lead in the Japanese quail. Forty Japanese quail (Coturnix coturnix japonica) were divided into equal groups of controls, diclofenac, Pb, and Pb+diclofenac exposures. The birds were exposed to the respective chemicals through insertion of lead shots (1.5 g) into the crop on day 0 of the experiment and/or administration of 5 mg/kg of diclofenac intramuscularly in two treatments on days 0 and 5. Groups in liver and kidney tissues of birds were then compared after 10 days using histopathology and biochemistry markers such as glutathione reductase (GR), ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP), and lipid peroxidation measured as total thiobarbituric acid reactive species (TBARS).

The liver damage score gradient was Pb+diclofenac exposure group > Pb exposure group > diclofenac exposure group and hepatic TBARS values were significantly increased in the group of birds exposed to a combination of diclofenac and lead compared to the healthy control group. The study has shown that, apart from the reported nephrotoxicity of diclofenac, hepatic toxicity should also be considered. Avian clinicians should be cautious when selecting drugs for therapy of wild birds with unknown history of exposure to toxic substances.
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Exposure of birds to multiple stressors elicits physiological costs and trade-off responses that may be represented by oxidative stress as a non-specific biochemical process (Constantini and Møller 2009). While sub-lethal adverse effects are underreported in ecotoxicology (Pikula et al. 2010), various interactions, e.g. synergistic effects between natural stressors and environmental pollutants, are common (Fry 1995; Holmstrup et al. 2010).

Veterinary medicines used in significant quantities for the therapy and control of animal diseases, such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, may enter the environment and pose serious threats to wildlife. Diclofenac is extremely toxic for free-living birds, primarily for Gyps vulture species in which it has caused population declines (Oaks et al. 2004; Schultz et al. 2004; Meteyer et al. 2005; Das et al. 2011). Vultures are exposed to diclofenac through feeding on carcasses of livestock that were treated with this drug before death (Green et al. 2006). Findings in affected birds include residues of diclofenac, visceral gout and renal failure (Oaks et al. 2004).

Both wild and captive birds are at risk of lead toxicosis (Samour and Naldo 2002;
Finkelstein et al. 2012; Pikula et al. 2013). Poisonings of aquatic birds after ingestion of lead shots have been well documented globally (Fischer et al. 2006). However, despite high conservation concern this issue in terrestrial species such as raptors and upland game birds remains largely to be addressed (Fischer et al. 2006). Importantly, species such as California condors were brought to the brink of extinction because of lead poisoning (Finkelstein et al. 2012). Apart from ammunition as a source of lead, soil contamination by lead-based paint has been reported to be responsible for poisoning of vultures in captivity (Pikula et al. 2013). While lead impairs many physiological functions in birds including general health, growth, blood, immune, and reproductive systems (Fair and Ricklefs 2002), the liver is important for the metabolism and excretion of lead in bile.

Oxidative stress results from an imbalance between antioxidant defence and production of reactive oxygen or nitrogen species. Formation of radicals causes oxidative damage to biomolecules such as lipids, proteins, and DNA, and may overcome the organism’s defence (Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). Free metal ions can cause oxidative stress by increasing the formation of reactive oxygen species in birds (Koivula and Eeva 2010). Oxidative stress has a critical role in the pathophysiology of tissue damage. Similarly, diclofenac has been shown to induce oxidative damage in liver (Islas-Flores et al. 2013).

Toxicity of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and heavy metals for free-ranging birds has been shown in single exposures. Considering the major metabolic role of liver in birds (Vitula et al. 2011) and kidneys as a target organ for adverse effects of both lead and diclofenac (Oaks et al. 2004; Meteyer et al. 2005), the present study aimed to evaluate oxidative stress, and liver and kidney damage caused by single and combined effects of diclofenac and lead in Japanese quail. Our intention was to complement field observations with results from laboratory experiments. Therefore, we performed evidence-based avian toxicity tests using the Japanese quail as a standard experimental avian species (Romijn et al. 1995).

Materials and Methods

The experiment was conducted with the approval of the institutional Ethics Committee of the University of Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Sciences Brno, Czech Republic. The Japanese quail was used as a model bird species in accordance with standard methods OECD 205 (Guideline for the testing of chemicals-Avian dietary Toxicity Test, 1984). The design of the experiment has been described previously (Ošicková et al. 2012). Briefly, two-month-old Japanese quail males (Coturnix coturnix japonica) were used as a model indicator of avian toxicity (Romijn et al. 1995). A total of 40, 2-month-old male birds with the mean weight of 180 g were randomly placed in 4 groups (1 control and 3 experimental groups - diclofenac, Pb, and Pb+diclofenac exposure; 10 birds per group). Birds exposed to lead received six ammunition lead shots at a total dose of 1.5 g into the gastrointestinal tract by crop insertion on day 0 of the experiment (Sellier & Bellot, Vlašim, Czech Republic); and a total dose of 5 mg/kg of diclofenac (Dolmina inj. sol. 5 × 3 ml/75 mg, Zentiva, Czech Republic) was divided into treatments on days 0 and 5, and administered intramuscularly. Combined exposure groups received equal doses of both lead and diclofenac as single exposure groups (1.5 g of lead shots + 2 × 2.5 mg/kg of diclofenac). The quail were provided with standard feed mixture and water ad libitum. Responses to the single and combined toxic loads were examined after 10 days of exposure when samples of liver and kidney tissues were collected for histopathology and biochemistry from birds euthanised by decapitation. The liver and kidney tissues were either conserved in 10% buffered formalin and later processed using routine histological technique to obtain 5 μm sections stained with haematoxylin and eosin or stored deep frozen at –80 ºC until biochemical analyses.

A five-grade semi-quantitative system for histopathological liver damage scoring was used to compare birds from single and combined exposure groups to controls with the definition of scores as follows: 0 = normal microscopic structure; 1 = mild damage, sporadic hepatocytes with vacuolar dystrophy, mild perivascular infiltrates in portal fields; 2 = moderate damage, focal vacuolar dystrophy of hepatocytes, moderate grades of perivascular infiltrates in portal fields; 3 = severe damage, marked diffuse vacuolar dystrophy of hepatocytes, sporadic necroses of hepatocytes, extensive inflammatory perivascular infiltrates; 4 = severe diffuse damage, focal necroses of hepatocytes with infiltration by heterophils, extensive inflammatory perivascular infiltrates; 5 = massive necroses of hepatocytes (Kral et al. 2012). Biochemistry indicators such as glutathione reductase, lipid peroxidation and total antioxidant capacity were measured in tissue samples as described previously (Benzie and Strain 1996; Paskova et al. 2008; Pohanka et al. 2011). Activity of glutathione reductase (GR) was determined from the rate of NADPH oxidation. The level of lipid peroxidation in avian tissues was evaluated as total thiobarbituric acid reactive species (TBARS). The total antioxidant
capacity was measured using the ferric reducing antioxidant power assay (FRAP). Analyses of Pb and diclofenac in bird tissues were not performed in the present study.

The data analysis software Statistica for Windows® 10 (StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) was used to compare different groups using procedures such as one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), post-hoc analysis of means by the LSD test, Levene’s method to test for the homogeneity of variances, log-transformation of non-homogenous parameters prior to analysis and comparison with the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, median and chi-square tests. Levels of statistical significance of differences of $P < 0.05$ and $P < 0.01$ were considered.

Results

While there were no histopathological findings in the liver of control birds, liver damage scores in Japanese quail exposed either to single or combined effects of diclofenac and lead were significantly higher (Fig. 1). The damage score gradient was Pb+diclofenac-exposure group > Pb-exposure group > diclofenac-exposure group. Morphological changes in the liver were represented by vacuolar dystrophy and varied from moderate to severe grades in the combined exposure group. The size of vacuoles and severity of damage were most pronounced in the pericentral hepatocytes. Kidneys of both controls and exposure groups were without any histopathological changes.

Hepatic values of lipid peroxidation measured as total thiobarbituric acid reactive species (TBARS) were significantly increased in the group of birds exposed to a combination of diclofenac and lead when compared to the healthy control group as well as diclofenac only (Fig. 2). All other differences of TBARS, activity of glutathione reductase (GR), and ferric reducing antioxidant power assay (FRAP) in the liver and kidneys were non-significant.

Discussion

The present experimental study examined the hypothesis that a sub-lethal combination of diclofenac (i.e., a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug) and lead induces more pronounced effects in birds than single exposures (Osickova et al. 2012). The doses were chosen based on the fact that approximately 25% of lead (2.5 mg/kg × 2) weight are absorbed
from the digestive tract within 10 days of administration and are known to exert sublethal effects (Pikula et al. 2010). Likewise, the above-mentioned dose of diclofenac results in sublethal effects according to Hussain et al. (2008). It is absorbed quickly both following oral and intramuscular injection; the latter mode of administration was selected to ensure application of equal doses and uniform pharmacological effects in each experimental bird (Graham et al. 2005). Our hypothesis was confirmed by measurement of an oxidative stress biomarker. Importantly, histopathology proved to be a more sensitive method to detect liver tissue damage than biochemical measurement of lipid peroxidation. As shown by comparison of Figs 1 and 2, liver damage scores differed significantly from controls both in single and combined exposures, with a significant increase only in the combined exposure when evaluated by biochemistry. Hepatocellular cytoplasmic vacuoles represent early dystrophic changes that are reversible when the cause is removed; they are non-specific and may develop due to exposure of birds to many different toxins (Pikula et al. 2010; Skocovska et al. 2007).

Unexpectedly, histopathology revealed normal kidneys in all exposed groups of birds. Likewise, biochemical indicators associated with oxidative stress were not altered in kidneys of birds in this experiment. These findings contrast with reported toxicity of diclofenac in scavenger birds and adverse effects observed in kidneys of vultures (Oaks et al. 2004; Meteyer et al. 2005; Green et al. 2006; Das et al. 2011; Saini et al. 2012) as well as with the increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) observed in avian cell cultures in vitro (Naidoo and Swan 2009). Adverse effects of diclofenac in kidney tissue may differ in various species of birds (Meteyer et al. 2005). The severity of action is dose-dependent. Higher doses are required to produce toxicity but, surprisingly, visceral gout was not observed following a dose as high as 20 mg of diclofenac per 1 kg of body weight in the Japanese quail (Hussain et al. 2008). Vultures, on the other hand, are highly sensitive, and a dose of 0.8 mg/kg produced marked effects and mortality in Gyps fulvus and Gyps africanus; and the LD50 amounted to 0.1–0.2 mg/kg in Gyps bengalensis (Swan...
et al. 2006). Susceptibility of vultures to diclofenac causing renal tubular damage results from a combination of increased production of reactive oxygen species, interference with uric acid transport, and the duration of exposure (Naidoo and Swan 2009).

The results of this study document the fact that the liver is a major detoxifying organ and the main source of ROS generation in birds (Paskova et al. 2011; Vitula et al. 2011). Therefore, it is the first organ to show damage. Low doses of both toxicants and the short duration of sub-lethal exposure were probably within its detoxifying threshold. Differences in avian responses to toxic exposure may also be influenced by species-specific and tissue-specific susceptibility (Meteyer et al. 2005; Hussain et al. 2008; Vitula et al. 2011).

It has previously been shown that experiments to examine combination toxicity of multiple stressors can provide environmentally relevant data and a better insight into real toxicological problems in wildlife (Bandouchova et al. 2011; Pikula et al. 2010). Our findings indicate that, apart from the reported nephrotoxicity of diclofenac, hepatic toxicity should also be considered. Regarding clinical avian medicine, one should be very cautious when selecting pharmaceuticals for the treatment of wild birds with unknown history of exposure to toxic substances.
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